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495 San Mateo Avenue San Bruno, CA 94066, United States

(+1)6502259221 - http://cabalen.ph/html/contact.html

The Menu of Cabalen from San Bruno includes about 16 different meals and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $8.5. What Lexsearo Alvarado Diesta likes about Cabalen:

The first time I went here. I was surprised coz it's not only Filipino people but it also American too, they falling in
line and waiting if there's a vacancy tables.. The food are so delicious especially kare-kare my favorite, and the

price are affordable to all.. Thanks to the owner. More powers to all the staff More read more. What Cydney
McLaughlin doesn't like about Cabalen:

Food is mediocre with limited selection. Takes awhile for them to replenish. If you're coming in on a Sunday
expect to be told you could only stay for 1.5 hours for their buffet. If you're bringing in kids with you, expect the
kids to be charged the full price. Our party has a 2-month old, 3-year old, 6-year old and 9-year old, all were
charged the full price. Customer service was horrible, they talk to you and make... read more. At Cabalen, a

restaurant with Italian dishes from San Bruno, you can enjoy typical Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza
and pasta, On the menu there are also several Asian meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important
part of Cabalen. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a

willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, Particularly, the customers love
the fine juices.
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Breakfas�
BEEF TAPA $8.0

Desser�
UBE HALAYA $7.5

Fro� th� gril�
INIHAW NA LIEMPO $8.0

So� drink�
JUICE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

P�z� Ø 26c�
CHICKEN BBQ $8.0

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Segund�
KARE KARE $10.0

Kalo� Silo�
TOCILOG $8.0

Shor� Order�
LONGSILOG $8.0

Pino� Dishe� (Ula�)
DINUGUAN $7.5

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Foo� t� g�
STEAMED VEGETABLES WITH
BURONG HIPON $14.0

MAJA MAIS $6.0

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

PORK MEAT
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